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tricks. Windows 7: Trouble with Composite
video Hi guys, just bought a new HP tx 150ez

and upon moving the card into the PC the
audio,video,etc did not work at all! I have now
got it mounted and the wires are connected
and all working. When i switch on my TV the

orange light in the player goes on but there is
no picture, no sound etc. I get a black screen

and nothing. Can someone please help?
Trouble with Composite video White screen

with no pictureI bought a new computer and i
installed windows 7 ultimate. I'm having

problems with an old computer. When i boot
from my new computer i get a white blank

screen (no picture). To fix the problem i turned
off the screen saver,changed the resolution to

1024x768 and then back to default of
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1280x1024. Then i get the... General
Discussion Trouble with Composite videoI

have a Dell vostro 3500 with an ATI radeon
9200 graphics card. I recently bought a new

HDTV, but have a problem. The graphics card
has recently stopped showing anything on the

screen (picture is frozen). I can still use the
keyboard, mouse and screensaver, but if I turn

the computer off and... General Discussion
windows 7 problem with VideoI have a HP tx
150ez and the video would turn off with no
picture and a orange light in the back. so i

thought it was the video card so i took it out
and put it in my old computer. it still does it
when i put it in the new computer. I'm really
confused as i thought that when the video

card is...1. Field of the Invention The present
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invention relates generally to chip on board
c6a93da74d
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